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ABSTRACT: Tissue plasminogen activator (tPA)
has been implicated in a variety of important cellular
functions, including learning-related synaptic plasticity
and potentiating N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptordependent signaling. These ﬁndings suggest that tPA may
localize to, and undergo activity-dependent secretion
from, synapses; however, conclusive data supporting these
hypotheses have remained elusive. To elucidate these
issues, we studied the distribution, dynamics, and depolarization-induced secretion of tPA in hippocampal neurons,
using ﬂuorescent chimeras of tPA. We found that tPA
resides in dense-core granules (DCGs) that trafﬁc to postsynaptic dendritic spines and that can remain in spines for
extended periods. We also found that depolarization induced by high potassium levels elicits a slow, partial exo-
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cytotic release of tPA from DCGs in spines that is dependent on extracellular Ca+2 concentrations. This slow, partial release demonstrates that exocytosis occurs via a
mechanism, such as fuse-pinch-linger, that allows partial
release and reuse of DCG cargo and suggests a mechanism that hippocampal neurons may rely upon to avoid
depleting tPA at active synapses. Our results also demonstrate release of tPA at a site that facilitates interaction
with NMDA-type glutamate receptors, and they provide
direct conﬁrmation of fundamental hypotheses about tPA
localization and release that bear on its neuromodulatory
functions, for example, in learning and memory. ' 2006
Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Neurobiol 66: 564–577, 2006
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INTRODUCTION
Long-term memory formation involves the establishment of enduring changes in synaptic connections.
These changes are mediated largely by the activity of
speciﬁc proteins (Kandel, 2001). Many of the proteins that mediate changes in the strength of synaptic
connections (i.e., synaptic plasticity) have been identiﬁed (Qian et al., 1993; Patterson et al., 1996;
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Guzowski et al., 2000). Prominent among these is the
serine protease tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), a
protein best known for the role that it plays in plasmin-mediated degradation of ﬁbrin-containing blood
clots.
A considerable body of data implicates tPA in
learning-related synaptic plasticity. For example, regions of the adult brain that exhibit activity-dependent
structural plasticity, the hippocampus, cerebellum, and
amygdala, express tPA (Sappino et al., 1993; Davies
et al., 1998; Salles and Strickland, 2002; Pawlak et al.,
2003). Moreover, during activity-dependent forms of
synaptic plasticity, such as the active phase of cerebellar motor skill learning, tPA mRNA and protein are
induced in Purkinje neurons (Seeds et al., 1995, 2003).
Studies of long-term potentiation (LTP), a cellular
model of learning induced by short, high-frequency
electrical stimuli, also implicate tPA in synaptic plasticity. Speciﬁcally, tPA mRNA is induced during the late
phase of LTP (L-LTP) (Qian et al., 1993). Moreover,
mice in which the tPA gene is ablated show a selective
defect in L-LTP (Frey et al., 1996; Huang et al., 1996),
whereas transgenic mice in which tPA expression is
augmented show enhanced L-LTP (Madani et al.,
1999).
Several molecular mechanisms have been advanced to explain how tPA may act to modulate synaptic transmission and plasticity. For example, tPA,
which is secreted by neurons (Gualandris et al., 1996;
Baranes et al., 1998; Fernandez-Monreal et al.,
2004b), could inﬂuence plasticity through its role in
converting extracellular plasminogen into the active
protease plasmin. Plasmin then could reshape synapses by degrading extracellular matrix components
(Hoffman et al., 1998; Endo et al., 1999; Nakagami
et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2000), thereby facilitating axonal elongation and synaptic growth (Baranes et al.,
1998). Alternatively, plasmin could convert the precursor of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
into mature BDNF, and BDNF then could produce
enduring changes in synaptic organization (Pang et al.,
2004). BDNF is known to stimulate the growth of
dendritic spines, augment synapse density, and elicit
long-lasting enhancement of synaptic transmission
(Lessmann et al., 1994; Levine et al., 1995; Li et al.,
1998; Tyler and Pozzo-Miller, 2001, 2003).
tPA also could inﬂuence plasticity by modulating
intracellular signaling events (Zhuo et al., 2000). In
support of this possibility, tPA interacts with cell surface proteins, including the N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptor and the low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein (LRP), and thereby activates
signaling pathways involved in learning. In the case
of the NMDA receptor, tPA binding leads to a poten-
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tiated Caþ2 inﬂux and enhanced NMDA receptormediated signaling (Nicole et al., 2001; Matys and
Strickland, 2003; Fernandez-Monreal et al., 2004a,b);
tPA binding to the NMDA receptor also leads to activation of the extracellular- regulated kinase signal
transduction pathway (Medina et al., 2005), which is
critical for activity-dependent dendritic plasticity in
hippocampal neurons (Wu et al., 2001; Alonso et al.,
2004). In the case of LRP, tPA binding leads to activation of protein kinase A signaling pathways, which
play a key role in L-LTP (Zhuo et al., 2000).
In models of tPA-mediated synaptic plasticity, tPA
is presumed to be strategically positioned at synapses
and poised for activity-dependent release from synaptic
structures. However, synaptic release of tPA has never
been directly demonstrated, and fundamental questions
regarding the nature of the release event remain unanswered. For example, how is tPA positioned and
housed at synaptic structures? What are the kinetics
and extent of release of tPA in response to synaptic
stimulation? In the present study, we developed a system for visualizing tPA at synaptic structures in living
hippocampal neurons. Using wide-ﬁeld ﬂuorescence
microscopy and ﬂuorescent tPA chimeras, we demonstrate that tPA resides in dense-core granules (DCGs)
that trafﬁc to dendritic spines and that are retained in
spines for extended periods prior to depolarizationinduced exocytosis. Release of tPA from dendritic
spines is critically dependent on extracellular Caþ2,
and the exocytotic event triggered by depolarization
leads only to a partial release of tPA. These results provide direct conﬁrmation of fundamental hypotheses
about tPA distribution and secretion that bear on its
function in synaptic plasticity, and they suggest that
tPA that resides within DCGs in spines is available for
multiple cycles of synaptic release.

METHODS
Viral Infection of Primary Cultures
of Hippocampal Neurons
Low density primary cultures of dissociated neurons from
embryonic day 18 rat hippocampi were prepared essentially
as described previously (Banker and Goslin, 1998). To
facilitate neuronal expression of the ﬂuorescent proteins,
tPA-EGFP, tPA-EYFP, and ECFP, the gene for each of
these proteins was packaged into a replication-deﬁcient herpes simplex and the viruses were used to deliver DNA into
neurons (Ho, 1994). The rat tPA gene used in these constructs contained the complete coding sequence for the protein as well as the coding information for the tPA signal
sequence. Past work indicated that the signal sequence was
required to target tPA to DCGs (Lochner et al., 1998). Hippocampal cultures were infected with the viral expression
Journal of Neurobiology. DOI 10.1002/neu
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vectors after mature glutamatergic synapses had formed,
typically between 14–18 days in vitro (DIV). Cultures were
used for either live-imaging or immunostaining of relevant
proteins 24–28 h postinfection.

Immunoﬂuorescence Staining
Immunostaining was used to identify carrier organelles for
tPA chimeras in mature hippocampal neurons, to determine
the axonal and dendritic distribution of tPA chimeras in
mature hippocampal neurons, and to determine if tPA chimeras are present in synapses in mature hippocampal neurons. In preparation for immunostaining, virally infected
hippocampal neurons growing on cover-slips were ﬁxed
with 4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized with 0.25%
Triton X-100, as described previously (Withers et al.,
2000). To identify carrier organelles for tPA, ﬁxed neurons
expressing tPA-EGFP were immunostained with an afﬁnity-puriﬁed rabbit polyclonal antibody against the endogenous DCG protein secretogranin II (SgII) (a gift from Dr.
Patrizia Rosa, CNR, Milan, Italy), as described previously
(Silverman et al., 2005). To quantify the distribution of tPA
chimeras in axons and dendrites, neurons expressing tPAEGFP were immunostained similarly with a rabbit primary
antiserum against the dendritic marker MAP2 (a gift from
Dr. Shelley Halpain, Scripps Research Institute, San Diego,
CA) and a monoclonal antibody against the axonal marker
tau-1 (a gift from Dr. T. Frankfurter, University of Virginia,
Charlottesville, VA). Finally, to determine if tPA chimeras
localize in synapses, neurons expressing tPA-EYFP and
ECFP were immunostained with an afﬁnity-puriﬁed rabbit
polyclonal against the presynaptic marker synapsin-1 (a gift
from Dr. Gary Banker, Oregon Health Sciences University,
Portland, OR).

Imaging
Fluorescence microscopy was used to study the distribution
and dynamics of DCGs containing tPA chimeras in hippocampal neurons. Images were collected on a Leica microscope (Leica Microsystems, Chantilly, VA) under the control of MetaMorph software (Universal Imaging, Downington, PA). Most static images of distribution in ﬁxed cells
were generated by optically sectioning cells in 0.2 m focal
increments (Hiraoka et al., 1991; Scalettar et al., 1996);
these images were deblurred using a constrained iterative
deconvolution algorithm to improve their clarity (Scalettar
et al., 1996). Time-lapse images of living cells were collected every 0.5–30 s from a single focal plane; these
images also were deblurred to improve their clarity and to
facilitate tracking of DCGs.

Release Assays
To determine if tPA-EYFP was released from a site, such
as a dendritic spine, cover-slips containing hippocampal
neurons expressing tPA-EYFP and ECFP were mounted in
a series-20 perfusion chamber (Warner Instrument CorporaJournal of Neurobiology. DOI 10.1002/neu

tion) that was maintained at 328C. A cover-slip was
scanned and dual-color (yellow and cyan) images were collected and examined visually to locate neurons in which
tPA-EYFP was present at the relevant site.
Depolarization-induced release of tPA-EYFP from sites
was assayed by ﬁrst imaging cells in a low-potassium
HEPES buffer (100 mM NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 20 mM HEPES,
pH 7.3, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 10 mM glucose,
0.01 mM glycine, pH 7.3). This buffer then was replaced
with a depolarizing, high-potassium HEPES buffer (54 mM
NaCl, 50 mM KCl, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.3, 2 mM CaCl2,
1 mM MgCl2, 10 mM glucose, 0.01 mM glycine, pH 7.3)
using tubing connected to a buffer reservoir. Cells then
were imaged every 30 s from 1 to 10 min after addition of
the high KCl buffer. To assay the effects of photobleaching
on ﬂuorescence signals, cells were imaged similarly without replacing the low-potassium buffer. To assay the calcium dependence of release, the high-KCl HEPES buffer
was modiﬁed so that Caþ2 was replaced by Mgþ2 and 5 mM
EGTA was added.

Data Analysis
Quantiﬁcation of Release. Loss of tPA-EYFP ﬂuorescence
induced by depolarization was determined by calculating
and comparing ﬂuorescence signals emitted by DCGs
before and after addition of high KCl. Fluorescence signals
emitted by DCGs were calculated by generating background-subtracted images and then outlining the DCGs and
computing average intensities inside the outlined areas,
using the public domain program ImageJ.
Tracking. DCGs were tracked laterally in two dimensions
(x,y) in background-subtracted movies using ImageJ.
Tracking involved manually surrounding a DCG in a given
frame with a circle of diameter 0.7 m and calculating
the center of mass of the ﬂuorescence distribution in the
circle using ImageJ. In some cases, a noncircular region
was used, because movement during an exposure would
cause a DCG to appear noncircular in shape. Tracking of a
DCG in successive frames was continued as long as the
DCG could be identiﬁed unambiguously. The (x,y) coordinates of the centers of mass of DCGs were tabulated as a
function of frame number and converted into trajectories, as
described previously (Abney et al., 1999).
Quantiﬁcation of Speeds and Diffusion Coefﬁcients. Lateral DCG motion was characterized quantitatively by computing the mean-squared displacement, hr2i, of DCGs as a
function of time, t, and ﬁtting to a model that describes
‘‘diffusive’’ and ‘‘directed’’ motion as follows (Saxton and
Jacobson, 1997; Abney et al., 1999):
r 2 ðtÞ ¼ 4Dt þ v2 t2

ð1Þ

Here, r is displacement, D is the diffusion coefﬁcient, and v
is speed; brackets denote averaging, which was performed
as described previously (Abney et al., 1999). In eq. (1), dif-
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fusive motion produces a linear relationship between hr2i
and t, whereas directed motion produces a linear relationship between hr2i½ and t. D’s and v’s were computed from
ﬁts to eq. (1), as described previously (Abney et al., 1999).
DCGs were characterized as effectively laterally immobile if their associated diffusion coefﬁcients were very small
(D  5.0  1012 cm2/s ¼ 5.0  104 m2/s), similar to
previous work (Burke et al., 1997; Silverman et al., 2005).
Quantiﬁcation of Data Statistics. Statistical data are
reported either as a mean 6 standard deviation (SD) or as a
mean 6 standard error of the mean (SEM). Statistical similarities and differences between data were analyzed using
the Student’s t test function in Excel and are reported in
terms of p values (Microsoft, Redmond, WA). For the t test
analysis, we adopted standard criteria and assumed that two
data sets were statistically different if p < 0.05 and were
statistically similar if p > 0.05.

RESULTS
To visualize tPA in hippocampal neurons, we constructed a replication defective herpes simplex-1 virus
(HSV-1) that facilitates expression and visualization
of a ﬂuorescent fusion protein consisting of rat tPA
and EGFP (tPA-EGFP) in mature, living, and ﬁxed
hippocampal neurons.

tPA-EGFP Localizes to DCGs in Mature
Cultures of Hippocampal Neurons
We ﬁrst identiﬁed the carrier organelle for tPA-EGFP
in mature hippocampal neurons. Fluorescent tPA chimeras localize to DCGs in neuroendocrine cells
(Lochner et al., 1998; Taraska et al., 2003) and in
developing hippocampal neurons (Silverman et al.,
2005). Several lines of evidence suggest that this also
is the case for mature hippocampal neurons. First, in
mature hippocampal neurons, tPA-EGFP produces
punctate ﬂuorescence throughout the neuronal processes, as well as bright staining of the Golgi apparatus, consistent with packaging of tPA-EGFP into
DCGs [Fig. 1(A)]. Second, in mature hippocampal
neurons, tPA-EGFP colocalizes extensively with
SgII, an established marker for DCGs. Figure 1(B)
shows a subregion of a process of a 14 DIV hippocampal neuron expressing tPA-EGFP that was immunostained for endogenous SgII. In this image, all
seven of the organelles containing tPA-EGFP also
stained for SgII; on average, 81 6 2% (SD) of organelles containing tPA-EGFP also stained for endogenous SgII in mature hippocampal neurons (n ¼ 2
cells; 103 puncta).
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DCGs Containing tPA Chimeras Localize
Extensively within Dendrites
We next determined the distribution of DCGs containing tPA-EGFP within axonal and dendritic processes of mature hippocampal neurons. To this end,
we used immunostaining to label the dendritic constituent, microtubule associated protein (MAP-2), and
to label the axonal constituent, tau-1, in neurons expressing tPA-EGFP. Figure 1(C,D) shows that tPAEGFP is present in both dendrites and axons. However, because the dendritic arbor is so expansive, 92
6 3% (SD) of DCGs containing tPA-EGFP were
present in dendrites (n ¼ 3 cells; 3783 puncta). Similar results hold for DCGs containing BDNF in hippocampal neurons (Haubensak et al., 1998; Hartmann
et al., 2001).

DCGs Containing tPA Chimeras Are
Present in Dendritic Spines
Because DCGs containing tPA-EGFP are found
extensively in dendrites, and because tPA is hypothesized to be a postsynaptic communicator in memory
formation (Zhuo et al., 2000), we next developed a
system suited to elucidating the postsynaptic localization of tPA chimeras. Speciﬁcally, we created two
additional HSV-1 viruses, tPA-EYFP and ECFP, and
used these viruses to visualize tPA at postsynaptic
sites. In our system, ECFP reveals neuronal morphology, notably dendritic spine morphology, because it
diffuses freely throughout neurons, and tPA-EYFP
reveals the distribution of tPA without spectral overlap from ECFP.
Figure 2 shows that DCGs containing tPA-EYFP
were present in dendritic spines of mature hippocampal neurons; quantiﬁcation revealed that 31% of
spines contained at least one DCG containing tPAEYFP (n ¼ 356 spines). DCG position within the
spine varied: 50% of spines contained at least one
DCG containing tPA-EYFP in the stalk of the spine,
and 50% of spines contained at least one DCG containing tPA-EYFP in the head of the spine.

DCGs Containing tPA Chimeras Are
Present Preferentially in Dendritic
Spines Apposed to Presynaptic Sites
Recent data indicate that not all spines in hippocampal neurons are apposed to a cluster of synaptobrevin-immunostained synaptic vesicles (SVs), suggesting that not all spines are synapsed with a preterminal
partner (Tyler and Pozzo-Miller, 2001). Given this,
we immunostained neurons expressing tPA-EYFP
Journal of Neurobiology. DOI 10.1002/neu
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and ECFP with an antibody against the preterminal
marker synapsin I to determine the distribution of
tPA-EYFP in spines that were synapsed with a preterminal partner.
Figure 3 shows that DCGs containing tPA-EYFP
localized to synapsed spines. Moreover, quantiﬁcation revealed that DCGs containing tPA-EYFP preferentially localized to synapsed spines. Speciﬁcally,
DCGs containing tPA-EYFP were present in 49% of
spines that were synapsed but in only 16% of spines
that were not synapsed (n ¼ 356 spines). In addition,
51% of the synapsed spines that contained tPA-EYFP
contained multiple DCGs containing tPA-EYFP.

DCGs Containing tPA-EYFP Are Retained
in Spines for Long Amounts of Time
Our static images demonstrate that DCGs containing
tPA-EYFP were present at postsynaptic sites. However, these images did not reveal whether DCGs in
spines were retained at this critical release site for
long amounts of time in preparation for exocytosis,
similar to SVs (Kraszewski et al., 1995, 1996; Henkel
et al., 1996; Zenisek et al., 2000). To address this
issue, we tracked DCGs present in the dendritic
spines of living hippocampal neurons (n ¼ 62 DCGs).
Figure 4(A) shows a representative trajectory of a
DCG in a spine, superimposed on an outline of the
spine; an associated movie can be viewed at http://
www.lclark.edu/lochner/DCG.html. This trajectory,
and the movie, both suggest that the DCG was nearly
immobile.
To determine the percentage of DCGs in spines
that were immobile, and to elucidate mechanisms of
motion for DCGs in spines that were mobile, we generated plots of hr2i½versus t and hr2i versus t. Linearity of the hr2i½ plot revealed directed motion,

Figure 1 tPA-EGFP localizes to DCGs that are distributed in the axonal and dendritic processes of mature hippocampal neurons. Deblurred ﬂuorescence images (A) of a
16-DIV hippocampal neuron expressing tPA-EGFP, and
(B) of a subregion of a process of a 14-DIV hippocampal
neuron expressing tPA-EGFP (green) and immunostained
for endogenous SgII (red). In panel (B), all tPA-EGFP-containing organelles also stained for SgII and thus appear yellow. Immunoﬂuorescence labeling (C) of the dendritic
marker protein MAP-2 (blue), and (D) of the axonal marker
protein tau-1 (red) revealed the distribution of tPA-EGFPcontaining DCGs (green) in axons and dendrites. Arrow
indicates the axon and arrowheads indicate the dendrites.
Bars ¼ 10 and 20 m.
Journal of Neurobiology. DOI 10.1002/neu
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Figure 2 tPA-EYFP-containing DCGs are present in dendritic spines. Dual-color image showing
the distribution of tPA-EYFP-containing DCGs in the spines and associated dendritic process of a
14-DIV hippocampal neuron following 24 h expression of ECFP (blue) and tPA-EYFP (yellow).
Bar ¼ 20 m.

whereas linearity of the hr2i plot revealed diffusive
motion; in addition, a sufﬁciently small plot slope
(e.g., diffusion coefﬁcient) revealed immobility.
Figure 4(B,C) quantiﬁes mobility rigorously,
showing representative plots of hr2i½ versus t (B) and
hr2i versus t (C) that were derived from trajectories
of three DCGs in spines, including the DCG shown in
Figure 4(A). These plots reveal that hr2i varies linearly with t, implying that the ‘‘motion’’ of the DCGs
was diffusive. In the case of the DCG in Figure 4(A),
the diffusion coefﬁcient computed from the slope
of the hr2i versus t plot was very small, D ¼ 5.3
 1012 cm2/s, demonstrating that the DCG was
nearly immobile. In the case of the two other DCGs,
D ¼ 1.1  1012 cm2/s and D ¼ 2.3  1011 cm2/s,
demonstrating that these DCGs were truly immobile
and slowly mobile. Additional tracking and quantiﬁcation revealed that 77% of DCGs in spines were immobile (n ¼ 62 DCGs). This suggests that most DCGs,
like SVs, are retained at pivotal release sites, such as
dendritic spines, in preparation for exocytosis.
For comparative purposes, we also tracked DCGs
in processes (n ¼ 70 DCGs). Tracking in processes
also is of intrinsic interest. For example, it reveals
how quickly DCGs containing tPA-EYFP can reach
spines following their synthesis in the soma. The efﬁcient delivery of tPA to active synapses has recently
been experimentally explored (Shin et al., 2004) and
is considered more fully in the Discussion.
DCGs in processes are highly mobile, unlike DCGs
in spines. Figure 5(A) shows several representative
trajectories of DCGs in processes, together with comparative trajectories in spines, superimposed on an
outline of the processes and spines. These trajectories

suggest that DCGs in processes frequently undergo
fast, directed transport, unlike DCGs in spines.
Figure 5(B,C) illustrates the attributes of DCG
mobility in processes quantitatively, showing representative plots of hr2i½ versus t (B) and hr2i versus t
(C) that were derived from trajectories of DCGs in
Figure 5(A). For DCGs A and B, which appear to
have undergone rapid and directed motion, hr2i½
varies linearly with t, implying that the motion of
these DCGs was directed. In contrast, for DCGs C
and D, which appear to have undergone random

Figure 3 tPA-EYFP is present in synapsed spines. Deblurred ﬂuorescence image of a synapse derived from a 17DIV hippocampal neuron expressing tPA-EYFP (yellow)
and ECFP (blue) and immunostained for synapsin I (red).
Two tPA-EYFP-containing DCGs appear in the postsynaptic region; one of these DCGs is positioned in the head of
the spine, directly apposed to the presynaptic marker synapsin I, whereas the other DCG is in the stalk of the spine.
Bar ¼ 1 m.
Journal of Neurobiology. DOI 10.1002/neu
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tPA-EYFP Undergoes Partial,
Calcium-Dependent Release from
Dendritic Spines
Key unresolved issues surrounding tPA’s role in
memory formation include determining: (1) whether
tPA is released from synapses, and (2) what conditions and mechanisms elicit this putative release.
To address some of these issues, we assayed for
release of tPA-EYFP from spines of hippocampal

Figure 4 DCGs in spines are immobile or undergo slow,
diffusive motion. (A) Trajectory, which shows changes in
the position of the center-of-mass of a DCG in a spine,
superimposed on an outline of the spine. Representative
plots (B) of hr2i½ versus t, and (C) of hr2i versus t showing
that DCGs in spines essentially are immobile or undergo
slow, diffusive motion. The plot labeled with closed squares
was derived from the trajectory shown in panel (A). Bar
¼ 1 m.

motion, hr2i varies linearly with t, implying that the
motion of these DCGs was diffusive. Data derived
from the tracking and quantiﬁcation of DCGs in processes revealed that 50% of the DCGs in processes
underwent rapid and directed transport at an average
speed of 0.46 6 0.30 m/s (SD) and that only 4%
were immobile (n ¼ 70 DCGs).
Journal of Neurobiology. DOI 10.1002/neu

Figure 5 DCGs in processes are predominantly mobile
and undergo rapid, directed motion. Trajectories (A) of
DCGs in processes and spines, superimposed on an outline
of the processes and spines. Representative plots (B) of
hr2i½ versus t, and (C) of hr2i versus t showing that DCGs
in processes undergo rapid, directed, and diffusive motion.
Letters next to the plots identify the trajectories from which
the plots were derived. In panels (B) and (C), values of
hr2i½ and hr2i were multiplied by 3 and 10 for DCGs C and
D. Bar ¼ 10 m.
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Figure 6 Kþ-induced depolarization induces postsynaptic release of tPA-EYFP. Deblurred ﬂuorescence images of a tPA-EYFP-containing DCG in the head of a dendritic spine [arrow in panels
(A) and (B)] (A) at 1.0 min prior to, and (B) at 2.0 min following the addition of 50 mM KCl. Also
shown is a tPA-EYFP-containing DCG in the adjacent dendritic process [arrowhead in panels (A)
and (B)], which fails to release tPA-EYFP in response to the depolarizing stimulus. Temporal
dependences (C) of the ﬂuorescence signals from the tPA-EYFP-containing DCGs localized in the
dendritic spine (~) and in the dendritic process (^) before and after addition of 50 mM KCl. The
depolarizing stimulus was applied at the zero time point. The dashed line represents the average
loss of ﬂuorescence signal due to photobleaching. Bar ¼ 2 m.

neurons. We adopted standard assays and measured
loss of ﬂuorescence induced by depolarization with
high KCl (Burke et al., 1997; Lang et al., 1997; Hartmann et al., 2001). Figure 6(A,B) shows images of a
DCG containing tPA-EYFP in a spine before and

after addition of high KCl, and Figure 6(C) shows the
time-course of the total ﬂuorescence emitted from
this DCG before and after addition of high KCl. For
this DCG, loss of ﬂuorescence reached a plateau over
a time-scale of 1 min and was 75%.
Journal of Neurobiology. DOI 10.1002/neu
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Importantly, Figure 6(A,B) also shows images of a
DCG containing tPA-EYFP in a dendritic process
before and after addition of high KCl. Unlike the
DCG in the nearby spine, the DCG in the process
underwent a relatively slow, monotonic, and small
(17%) change in ﬂuorescence intensity over a
5 min period, as shown by the second time-course in
Figure 6(C). This suggests that the intensity changes
observed for the DCG in the spine did not arise
purely from photobleaching, or from a loss of cell viability or from damage to the plasma membrane.
The slow and relatively small ﬂuorescence loss in
Figure 6(C) most probably arose from photobleaching. To determine the effects of photobleaching quantitatively, we imaged DCGs in neurons in a low KCl
buffer that did not elicit release, and we calculated
average loss of ﬂuorescence as a function of time. At
the end of 5 min, average loss of ﬂuorescence was
15.3 6 2.3% (SEM) (n ¼ 29 DCGs). We also used
these average loss data to compute a best-ﬁt line that
describes average photobleaching as a function of
time. This line is shown in Figure 6(C) and was used
to correct some of our release data for the effects
of photobleaching, similar to past work (Silverman
et al., 2005).
The DCG in the spine in Figure 6(A) released a
relatively large fraction of its tPA content over a
time-scale of 1 min. To determine if this result was
typical, we monitored release (loss of ﬂuorescence)
from 23 DCGs in spines in a high-KCl buffer. We
computed loss over a 5 min period, because we found
that tPA is released relatively slowly and that there
can be a delay before the onset of tPA release, similar
to past work (Taraska et al., 2003). In a high-KCl
buffer, extent of ﬂuorescence loss was variable, ranging from 25–87% and averaging 48.7 6 3.0%
(SEM), and was signiﬁcantly larger than photobleaching-associated loss in a low-KCl buffer (p 
1011 < 0.05; Student’s t test). This variability is
illustrated by the representative photobleaching-corrected release traces shown in Figure 7, which reveal
that both the extent and the time to onset of release
varied signiﬁcantly.
To determine how much tPA is released from
DCGs, we computed the range and average loss of
ﬂuorescence after correction for photobleaching.
Losses corrected for photobleaching ranged from
12–74% and averaged 31.8 6 3.1% (SEM) for the
23 DCGs examined.
Calcium plays a key role in initiating LTP and in
initiating regulated exocytosis. Thus, we also studied
the calcium dependence of the release of tPA-EYFP.
In the absence of external Caþ2, and in the presence
of 5 mM EGTA, average loss of ﬂuorescence after
Journal of Neurobiology. DOI 10.1002/neu

Figure 7 Depolarization-induced release of tPA-EYFP is
partial and calcium dependent. Temporal dependences of
the ﬂuorescence signals from tPA-EYFP-containing DCGs
in the presence (~, , n) and absence (*) of extracellular
calcium before and after receipt of a depolarizing stimulus,
which was applied at the zero time point.



addition of high-KCl averaged 13.2 6 1.5% (SEM)
(n ¼ 5 DCGs) and was statistically indistinguishable
from photobleaching-associated loss (p ¼ 0.4 >
0.05). This is exempliﬁed in the representative ﬂuorescence trace shown in Figure 7 collected from neurons exposed to high KCl in the absence of Caþ2.

DISCUSSION
The experiments described here were directed at: (1)
determining if tPA localizes to, and is released from,
postsynaptic sites in mature hippocampal neurons;
(2) elucidating the conditions and mechanisms that
elicit any postsynaptic release; and (3) relating the
results to current models of tPA’s role in LTP and to
current models of regulated exocytosis.

Implications for Hypotheses about tPA’s
Localization and Release from Synapses
One commonly accepted idea is that learning and
memory formation involve changes in the strength of
speciﬁc synaptic connections, and that these changes
are driven by the synthesis, and subsequent activity,
of speciﬁc proteins (Kandel, 2001). As an outgrowth
of this idea, secreted proteins (such as tPA) that function in learning often are postulated to undergo calcium-dependent release from synapses (Zhuo et al.,
2000). This postulate is appealing because calcium
inﬂux plays a key role in initiating LTP and because
protein secretion at synapses is an efﬁcient way to
initiate changes at synapses.
Although suggestive data exist, conclusive data
establishing sites of synaptic localization and release
of tPA have remained elusive (Fernandez-Monreal
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et al., 2004b; Shin et al., 2004). To address these unresolved issues, we used a double-label system to visualize dendritic spines and tPA chimeras in mature hippocampal neurons. We focused on spines because tPA
is hypothesized to be a postsynaptic communicator.
Our system shows that tPA chimeras localize to DCGs
in heads and stalks of dendritic spines and that tPA
chimeras are released from spines in response to highKCl-induced membrane depolarization, but only if
Ca2þ is present in the external medium. Our results
thus provide direct conﬁrmation of two fundamental
hypotheses about tPA that bear on its function in LTP.
We also used our system to elucidate the kinetics
and extent of release of tPA at postsynaptic sites. We
found that release occurs over a time-scale of minutes
in response to high-KCl-induced depolarization, similar to BDNF (Hartmann et al., 2001; Kojima et al.,
2001; Brigadski et al., 2005). We also found that tPA
typically undergoes only partial release (averaging
32%) from DCGs in spines in response to high-KClinduced depolarization. This suggests that the tPA
content of individual DCGs is available for release for
several cycles of postsynaptic depolarization, given
that DCGs are retained in spines for long amounts of
time. Importantly, partial release provides a potential
mechanism to avoid depletion of tPA at postsynaptic
sites and to regulate the amount of tPA release.

Implications for Interactions of tPA with
Putative Substrates
Some uncertainty surrounds tPA’s precise function at
synapses (Fernandez-Monreal et al., 2004b; Shin
et al., 2004). One prominent idea is that tPA (perhaps
in conjunction with plasmin) inﬂuences LTP by
cleaving relevant substrates. For example, tPA/plasmin may cleave molecules that mediate adhesion at
synapses and thereby facilitate structural changes at
synapses that underlie memory formation. Consistent
with this, the tPA-plasmin system can cleave neural
cell adhesion molecules that form adhesive linkages
between neurons, as well as between neurons and the
extracellular matrix (Endo et al., 1999).
tPA may also inﬂuence LTP by cleaving other
substrates. For example, tPA may be involved in
cleaving proBDNF at synapses to produce BDNF,
another protein that plays a key role in LTP. Consistent with this, plasmin converts proBDNF into BDNF
in the hippocampus following tPA-mediated conversion of plasminogen into plasmin, and this activation
cascade is important for the maintenance of L-LTP
(Pang et al., 2004). Alternatively, or in addition, tPA
may cleave the NMDA receptor, and thereby alter
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NMDA receptor signaling and induction of LTP
(Centonze et al., 2002).
Our data impact current ideas about the identity of
tPA’s substrates at synapses. For example, we have
shown that tPA is present in hippocampal neurons in
DCGs containing SgII that localize to postsynaptic
sites; this also is true of proBDNF (Hartmann et al.,
2001; Kojima et al., 2001; Brigadski et al., 2005),
strongly suggesting that tPA and proBDNF colocalize
in the same secretory organelles at postsynaptic sites
in hippocampal neurons. We also have shown that
these organelles undergo regulated exocytosis from
spines, strongly supporting the corelease of tPA and
proBDNF at the postsynaptic plasma membrane. Importantly, this corelease will ensure that tPA and
proBDNF are strategically positioned to engage in a
postsynaptic activation cascade involving plasmin.
Release of tPA at the postsynaptic plasma membrane
also facilitates interaction with the NMDA receptor,
which is housed in the postsynaptic plasma membrane.

Attributes and Implications of DCG
Mobility in Spines
Recently, considerable effort and interest have been
directed at elucidating DCG dynamics. In large part
this effort and interest stem from the fact that dynamics can inﬂuence important attributes of DCG exocytosis, including the slow and limited release of DCG
cargo (Burke et al., 1997; Abney et al., 1999).
Two neuroendocrine systems have dominated past
studies of DCG dynamics. The ﬁrst system is the
growth cone of the PC12 cell. DCGs in growth cones
of PC12 cells are predominantly mobile, undergoing
slow diffusive transport (Burke et al., 1997; Abney
et al., 1999; Han et al., 1999). The second system is
the near-membrane region of the chromafﬁn cell. Unlike DCGs in growth cones of PC12 cells, membraneproximal DCGs in chromafﬁn cells are largely immobile (Oheim et al., 1998; Johns et al., 2001). As discussed below, these attributes of dynamics have been
linked to important attributes of DCG exocytosis.
Unlike neuroendocrine cells, relatively little effort
has been directed at elucidating DCG dynamics in
neurons, especially DCG dynamics at synapses,
because neurons are more difﬁcult to study (Shakiryanova et al., 2005). To elucidate this issue, we studied DCG dynamics in spines of hippocampal neurons.
Our data show that most DCGs in spines are immobile, and that the mobile DCGs in spines undergo
slow, diffusive transport. In this respect, DCGs in
spines of hippocampal neurons are markedly different
from DCGs in growth cones of PC12 cells and hippoJournal of Neurobiology. DOI 10.1002/neu
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campal neurons, whereas they are similar to DCGs in
presynaptic termini of Drosophila neuromuscular
junctions under basal conditions (Shakiryanova et al.,
2005). These data suggest that DCGs become immobilized as growth cones mature into synapses.
We also studied DCG dynamics in spines before
exocytosis and found that exocytosis is preceded by
relatively small-scale movement. In this respect,
DCG in spines of hippocampal neurons again are
markedly different from DCGs in growth cones. In
growth cones, exocytosis is preceded by substantial
movement (Silverman et al., 2005).
Previous work suggests that the slow and limited
release of DCG cargo from growth cones of differentiated PC12 cells is a consequence of the heterogeneous
diffusive mobility of DCGs in PC12 cells and substantial short-ranged transport prior to exocytosis (Abney
et al., 1999; Ng et al., 2003). In contrast, our data suggest that the slow and limited release of tPA from
spines of hippocampal neurons is a consequence of
the slow and partial escape of tPA from DCGs. This
latter explanation is supported by several attributes of
our data including: (1) the fact that tPA release occurs
over a relatively long time-scale after its onset; (2) the
fact that only 32% of tPA on average is released
from individual DCGs; (3) the fact that DCGs in
spines are predominantly immobile in both basal and
stimulated neurons; and (4) the fact that exocytosis is
preceded by relatively little movement.

Implications for Models of DCG
Exocytosis
DCGs in neuroendocrine cells undergo exocytosis via
several mechanisms that are distinguished by their
extent of DCG-plasma membrane mixing (Ryan,
2003). One is the ‘‘fuse-and-collapse’’ mechanism,
which is characterized by full collapse of the DCG
membrane into the plasma membrane. In this case,
DCG cargo is fully released and subsequent endocytotic retrieval processes involve extensive resorting of
membrane components. Two alternatives are the
‘‘fuse-pinch-linger’’ and the ‘‘kiss-and-run’’ mechanisms, which are characterized by formation of a fusion
pore but maintenance of the integrity and shape of the
DCG. If the fusion pore closes through ﬁssion mediated
by dynamin, the mechanism is fuse-pinch-linger (Ryan,
2003); in contrast, if the fusion pore closes rapidly
(within a few seconds) and directly, the mechanism is
kiss-and-run (Klyachko and Jackson, 2002; Palfrey and
Artalejo, 2003). These latter two mechanisms can lead
to partial release of DCG cargo, and they bypass the
need for extensive endocytotic resorting.
Journal of Neurobiology. DOI 10.1002/neu

Unlike in neuroendocrine cells, the mechanisms
underlying DCG exocytosis and regulated protein
release in neurons largely remain a mystery. In particular, it is not known if DCGs in neurons utilize the
fuse-and-collapse, fuse-pinch-linger, kiss-and-run (or
alternative) mechanisms.
To elucidate this issue, we monitored the time-scale
and extent of release of tPA-EYFP from DCGs in
spines. Our data strongly suggest that these DCGs do
not undergo exocytosis via the fuse-and-collapse or
the kiss-and-run mechanisms. This is supported by
several attributes of our data, particularly: (1) the fact
that tPA-EYFP is released over a relatively long timescale (1 min); (2) the fact that ‘‘intact’’ DCGs releasing tPA-EYFP are visible in spines for at least 10 min;
and (3) the fact that release of tPA-EYFP generally is
incomplete. Rather, our data suggest that DCGs containing tPA-EYFP in spines undergo exocytosis via a
mechanism, such as fuse-pinch-linger, that permits
partial release and reuse of DCG cargo but that does
not involve very rapid closure of the fusion pore.

Implications for tPA Biogenesis and
Trafﬁcking to Spines
Recent data suggest that tPA is synthesized in both the
soma and dendrites of hippocampal neurons (Shin
et al., 2004). The latter, ‘‘synaptically local’’ synthesis
is the focus of considerable current interest, because it
may provide a mechanism for relatively rapidly and
selectively delivering tPA to active synapses (Jiang and
Schuman, 2002; Sutton and Schuman, 2005).
Recent data also suggest that dendritic synthesis of
tPA occurs in only a subset of dendrites, because only
a subset of dendrites contains Golgi (Horton and
Ehlers, 2003). Given this, hippocampal neurons need
additional mechanisms for rapidly and selectively
delivering tPA to active spines. Interestingly, our data
suggest one possibility: rapid dendritic transport of
tPA in conjunction with the maintenance of a pool of
DCGs containing tPA along dendritic processes. To
quantify the temporal efﬁcacy of rapid transport in
the presence of a pool, we estimated the average distance between DCGs containing tPA and spines, and
we estimated the time for transport to deliver DCGs
containing tPA to spines. Images of the distribution
of endogenous tPA in hippocampal neurons (Shin
et al., 2004), and our images, suggest that the dendritic density of DCGs containing tPA is at least 1/(5 m).
This implies that on average a spine will have a DCG
within 2.5 m of it. The associated time-scale for
transport into spines, t, can be calculated using the
relationship hr2i½ ¼ vt, where t is the time, hr2i½ is
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the distance, and v is the speed (Berg, 1993). We calculate that t 5 s, using the average DCG speed,
0.46 m/s, obtained here. This suggests that the
pool of dendritic DCGs containing tPA can rapidly
supply active spines.
Our data also suggest a mechanism that hippocampal neurons might use to avoid depleting tPA at
active synapses. This mechanism is incomplete release of tPA from DCGs during exocytosis at spines
in conjunction with long-term retention of DCGs in
spines.
We thank Barbara Smoody of the Banker laboratory for
extensive support with the culture of hippocampal neurons,
and Dr. James Abney for a critical reading of this manuscript.
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